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Please entrust the sale shop or 
specialized company to conduct the 
maintenance except the filter 
maintenance.

It may cause the fire, electric shock and
injury.

It must be adopted with professional 
ventilation if using the gas or petroleum 
heating stove in room.

It can’t be used for ventilation in locations 
with open-burning appliances (heater).

The marks represent the mandatory content (must be complied).

The marks represent the content (prohibition).

■This product is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical,  sensory or mental 
    capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction 
    concerning use of the product by a person responsible for their safety. 

■Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the product. 

■Make sure to shut off the power before cleaning the product.
น่ลเกด็เ้หใ่มไลแูดมุคบวครวค
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In order to prevent the damage to using personnel and other personnel and avoid the loss of property, please be 
sure to comply with following cautions.

▇The following marks are used to distinguish the damage from damage degree caused by ignoring the mark or 
    operating by wrong methods.

▇The following marks represent the content expected to be complied with ( The following mark is an example of 
    mark indication).

This mark means the content「consider the situation may cause the 
death or serious injury」.

This mark means the content「consider the situation may cause the 
death or the loss of property」.



The appliance must be stopped 
immediately, waiting for repair when 
abnormal operation occurs (such as 
noise, vibration, burnt smell).

It may cause the unexpected accident.

Please entrust the professional staff to 
conduct electric, duct and equipment 
installation.

It may cause the unexpected accident 
when improper installation occurs.

Plant and animal cannot be placed in 
the blowing air outlet.

It may cause the bad effect to animal 
and plant.

It may cause short circuit or electric 
shock (motor, switch and other electric 
parts ).

Don’t turn on/off the switch when 
combustible gas leaks.

The sparks of switch may cause the gas 
explosion.

If the appliance is not used for a long 
time, in order to prevent in from 
dropping, it should be removed.

Otherwise, it may cause the dropping.

Confirm if the unit is installed firmly.

It may cause injury when dropping.

Don’t insert fingers or sticks into the 
unit or air inlet, air outlet.

It may cause the injury because of high 
speed rotation inside the unit.

It may cause electric shock .

Please shut off the breaker before 
maintenance.

It may cause electric 
shock and injury.

Otherwise, it may cause fire, electric 
shock and injury. If the product is needed 
to maintain, disassemble and repair, 
please contact the sale shop or repair 
shop where you purchased.

Don’t wash the unit with water.

Don’t turn on/off the switch with wet 
hands.

กรุณาปิดเบรกเกอร์ก่อนการบำรุงรักษา

It’s forbidden to conduct self-
transformation, disassemble and 
repair.

แปลง

มีกลิ่นเหม็นไหม้



Don’t incline it when disassembling the 
unit.

The internal accumulated water will wet 
the oods in room. Please contact the 
sale shop or repair shop.

When the appliance is not used for a lo
ng time, you should shut off the breaker 
for safety.

It maintenance (disassembling the 
maintenance cover), please pay 
attention to the dropping of dirt and 
dust and insects.

It may enter into eyes.

Don’t place the burning appliance in 
location where the unit blows directly.

It may cause the insufficient burning of 
burning appliance.

Because it’s aerial work, please fix the 
ladder when conducting the maintenance.

Dropping may cause injury.

Conduct the routine cleaning to filter.

Owing to lots of dirt and dust attached in 
the filter, it may cause the lack of oxygen 
in room.

Please don’t place the vessel with water 
on the unit.

It will wet inside of unit when the water 
leaks, which may cause the damage of 
electric insulation and electric shock.

The appliance is forbidden to operate 
without filter.

The dirt and dust attached to the heat 
exchange core will lower its performance, 
and meanwhile when they go into room, 
they will enter into eyes.

Don’t place the obstacles near the air 
inlet and return air grill.

It may cause the injury due to the blowing 
out or sucking in.

Please wear the gloves when cleaning 
the filter.

It may cause the injury.

Firmly fix the parts.

Dropping will cause the injury.

Dust accumulation will get the unit 
heated, which may cause the fire.

จะทำให้



Locations with large amounts of cooking fumes.

The unit doesn’t work if the filter or heat exchange core 
become clogged with oil which may cause fire.

Locations exposed to high temperature or direct 
flame.

Locations with high humidity.

Avoid installing the ERV in locations which reach 
temperature of 40℃ or above. Usage under high 
temperature conditions may cause distortion of filter 
or heat exchange core or motor burn-out.

Don’t use it in the following locations.

Don’t clean the filter by the volatile oil 
or metallic brush.

It may damage the filter 
when the dirt and dust 
come into room, it will 
enter into eyes.

Don’t use the unit near the combustible 
spray.

It may cause the fire.

Please fully confirm the usage for 
special purposes.

The appliance is not used under the 
special condition such as preservation 
of foods, animals, plants, precision 
instruments, and artwork. Otherwise, it 
may cause quality degradation.

Make sure that inspection cover is provided so that filter and heat exchange element maintenance and periodic 
spot checks of unit can be easily carried out.

Don’t install the unit in locations such as machinery or 
chemical plants where it will be exposed to noxious 
gases containing acids, alkali, organic solvents, paint 
fumes, etc., to gases containing corrosive ingredients, 
or where dust or oil mist will be produced. 
(Gas poison, corrosion and degradation accrued in 
unit may cause the fire.)

Do not install in high humidity locations such as bathrooms. 
Dew occurred in unit may cause electric shock, short circuit, 
other electric accident and produce the dewing water drops.



Outdoor air condition
Temperature range -10℃~40℃，relative humidity 85% or less.

Indoor air condition
Temperature range -10℃~40℃，relative humidity 85% or less.

Installation requirements: same as the indoor air conditions.

Indoor air here means air in air- conditioned living rooms. The appliance usage in refrigerators or other 
places where temperature can fluctuate greatly is prohibited even if a temperature range is acceptable.

This product should be installed above 2.3m from the floor after installation. Avoiding any accident.

Energy Recovery Ventilator is intended to exchange outdoor air and indoor air. When the outdoor air comes in, 
maybe bring the insects from outdoor pipe hood to internal unit.

As inset occurrence is affected by natural environment, it’s recommended to use the pipe hood with fly net 
when using the unit under the environment of many insects such as near the street light.

อุณหภูมิกระเปาะแห้ง

As shown in the right figure, it’s supposed that a high temperature absorbing air condition A and a low 
temperature absorbing air condition B are plotted on the line figure, then a high temperature air A is 
heat-exchange by the unit and Point C represent the trend of saturation curve. In this case, it will cause the 
dew or frost inside the unit. To avoid this, you are required to heat a low temperature 
air B up to B’ so as to get C’ below the saturation curve before using the unit.

การป้องกันจากแมลง



It must operate with filter. Turn on /off the switch correctly. It’s forbidden to use the「normal 
ventilation」for the dew will be 
produced in and indoor air inlet if 
operating the mode「normal 
ventilation」when the room is 
heated in winter.

If not using the filter, heat exchange 
core is clogged with dirt and dust, 
performance will be lowered and 
even the unit doesn’t work.

If repeatedly turning on or off the 
switch not only cause the wrong 
operation but affects the relay 
inside and damage it.

filter
แผ่นกรองอากาศ

side maintenance cover 

model label

switch box

heat exchange core

The area within double point chain 
line is reserved for maintenance, it’s 
prohibited to place other devices.



Situation Solution
The unit doesn’t works when 
   turning on the switch.

Without air blowing.

Is the breaker in the mode「off」?

Is there a power failure?

Is the filter clogged with dust (please conduct the maintenance according 
to the maintenance methods for each model)

The condition is not improved or changed after checking the above-mentioned solution, please get the contact 
with sale shop where purchasing.

Please check as the following list, if abnormal operation occurs, you should turn off the switch, cut off the breaker, 
and get the contact with sale shop or repair shop.

Heat exchange:

Normal ventilation:
When the indoor air is polluted, it will increase the exhaust air amount.

※Caution: With the exhaust air amount increasing, the negative pressure will be produced in room, the 
                  outdoor air comes into the room from the gaps of door, and window etc. so if you don’t wish the 
                  outdoor air to come into the room, don’t use the mode.

Please use the mode「Heat exchange」when stopping.

In winter, please use the mode「Heat exchange」.
In winter, when the room is heated and operation in the 
mode「Normal ventilation」, condensation produced on the 
surface of the unit, which will make the ceiling dirty or cause 
the short  circuit or electric leakage.

Please use the switch installed on 
the wall (separately sold).

To get the temperature and humidity close to indoor, it heat-exchange the outdoor and indoor air and then 
bring the outdoor air to indoor.



■Stop the operation and switch the exclusive breaker “OFF”.

■Cleaning the filter. (When required)

  1)Enter the ceiling from the inspection opening for the Heat 
     Exchange Recovery, and remove the screw on the inspection cover.

  2)Holding the inspection cover, turn two pieces of knob for 90°C 
     and remove the cover. 
  
  3)There is a filter at two places, respectively. Pull it toward you.

  4)Either lightly slap the filter with your hand or clean it with a vacuum 
     cleaner to remove the dirt. If it is dirty, swish it back and forth in a 
     solution of lukewarm water and dish-washing (neutral) detergent.

  
  5)Install the filter after thoroughly allowing it to dry naturally. 
     (Install them to fit well with the grooved rail.)

Caution

Avoid using heat to dry the filter, as this may cause changes in the shape or quality of the filter.

hook
inspection cover

ตะขอ

ฝาครอบการตรวจสอบ

hook

inspection cover
ตะขอ

ฝาครอบการตรวจสอบ

knob position

When installed (closed) To remove (open)

ตำแหน่งลูกบิด

■Whenever the filter was damaged, order the sales shop 
   or the engineering office. (Separately sold)

■Cleaning the Heat Exchange Element. 
    (If you find it too much stained, clean it.)

  1)Remove the three Heat Exchange Element from the unit. 
      (Model No. FY-01KZDY8A has four Heat Exchange Element.)

● The weight of the Heat Exchange Element is as shown in the 
     table below. Hold it firmly to ensure that you do not drop it.

Model No. Weight (kg / piece)

FY-650ZDY8

Pieces to be used

FY-800ZDY8

3.1

3.7

3

3

FY-01KZDY8A 3.7 4

 (kg /      )

filter

grooved rail

แผ่นกรองอากาศ

รางร่อง

Heat Exchange ElementCaution

นุ่รขลเยามห

FY-01KZDY8A



  2)Use a vacuum cleaner to remove dust and dirt from the element’s surface.

● Clean by lightly pressing the vacuum cleaner nozzle against the 
   exterior. Avoid using a hard nozzle as it may disfigure the Heat 
   Exchange Element.

● Never use water to clean the Heat Exchange Element.

Whenever the Heat Exchange Element is damaged, order the sales shop or the engineering office.  
(Separately sold)

■

  

   3)When maintenance is completed, return the Heat Exchange Element and filter to their original positions, 
       and close the inspection cover and tighten the screw.

● Make sure to install the filter with the stamp “                   ”facing the 
   Heat Exchange Element. (“                   ” means “Heat Exchange 
   Element side”) Failure to do so will lead to clogging of the heat 
   exchange foils and reduced performance.

● Please insert so that stamp “         ” to be toward you.
   (In Japanese “         ” means “Front”.)

nozzle
หัวฉีด   

stamp
ตราประทับ

Caution

Caution



Don’t use the power besides the 
alternate current 220V/50Hz.

Don’t conduct the self-transformation.

It may cause the fire, electric shock and 
injury.

It may cause the electric 
shock and injury.

Improper installation may cause the 
electric shock or fire.

In order to prevent the damage to using personnel and other personnel and avoid the loss of property, please be 
sure to comply with following cautions.

Please shut off the breaker in 
maintenance, inspection and no use 
for a long time.

▇The following marks are used to distinguish the damage from damage degree caused by ignoring the mark or 
    operating by wrong methods.

▇The following marks represent the content expected to be complied with (The following mark is an example of 
    mark indication).

The marks represent the content (prohibition).

The marks represent the mandatory content (must be complied).

The marks represent the (draw your attention) content.

This mark means the content「consider the situation may cause the death 
or serious injury」.

This mark means the content「consider the situation may cause the death 
or the loss of property」.

Strictly conduct the installation according 
to the installation instruction.

It may cause the fire and electric shock.



Fault or electric leakage cause the electric shock.

Ground connection construction.

When you install it by yourself, it may 
cause the fire, electric shock and injury.

The external air intake opening should   
be positioned away from the exhaust 
openings of combustion gases etc. The 
intake of such gases could cause a lack 
of oxygen in the room. The external air 
intake opening should not be positioned 
where dis charged air may directly enter 
it. A situation like this lead to the room  
beiy contaminated and this may pose a 
healthy risk.

When you want to pierce the metal duct 
through the metal lathe or the wire lath 
or the metal plate of the wooden facility, 
do not forget to insulate electrically 
between the duct and the wall.

Otherwise, it would cause an electrical 
shock or electric leakage.

Please entrust the sale shop or 
professional staff where you purchased 
to conduct the installation.

Please conduct the ground connection in 
the following methods.

If employing other methods, it may cause the 
insufficient ground connection. Don’t connect the 
ground connection with gas pipeline, water pipeline, 
lightening rod and phone landline. Wrong ground 
connection may cause electric shock.



It may cause the injury.

It may cause the electric shock and 
abnormal operation.

Please install the anti-bird net or 
similar thing in air duct.

Please remove the abnormities such 
as bird net, otherwise it may cause the 
lack of oxygen in room.

Carry out electrical work in accordance 
with the laws and regulations prevailing 
in the country concerned, technical 
standard and explanation for work, and 
make absolutely sure that an exclusive 
circuit breaker is used. Any insufficient 
capacity of power circuit and improper 
work can result in shock and fire 
hazard.

Choose the installation place where is 
endurable in quality as well as in 
weight, then install the unit accurately 
with adequate strength and 
completeness of installation in 
accordance with operation instruction. 
Otherwise, it is likely to cause an 
electric shock, a fire, a drop of unit, 
thus causing the injury on the human 
body.

Install the outdoor duct in a falling 
gradient towards the outside so as to 
prevent water from coming in.

Otherwise, the building is likely to be 
flooded, wetting the household effects.

Heat-insulate the outdoor duct 
(including the indoor side, if necessary) 
to prevent dewing. If heat insulation is 
not adequate, water likely goes indoor 
and wets the household properties.

Dropping may 
cause the injury.

Please don’t install it in the large 
humidity place such as bathroom.

Owing to the different installation 
position for special purpose circuit 
breaker, sometimes it’s required to 
install the anti-creeping circuit breaker.

It may cause the electric leakage if not 
installing the anti-creeping circuit 
breaker.

Please don’t insert the fingers and 
sticks into the rotation part during the 
operation.



It may cause the fire.

Firmly fix the parts.

Dropping may cause the injury.

Improper installation will cause the 
water leakage in room, result in 
damaging the indoor property.

To avoid the dew, the outdoor air duct 
extends to indoor air duct.

Don’t install the main unit and indoor 
air inlet in location with excessive 
cooking fumes such as kitchen.

Don’t install the main unit and indoor 
air inlet in location with high 
temperature or directly exposed to 
heat source.

It may heat or cause the fire.

It must use the specified part during the 
installation (include the accessories).

It may cause the unit dropping, fire and 
electric shock if not using the specified 
parts.

Please install the outdoor air duct 
inclined to outdoor.

Improper installation will cause the water 
seepage in room, result in wetting the 
goods.

Please install the main unit in location 
where dust and dirt can’t come in.

Large amount of dirt and dust clogged in 
filter will cause the lack of oxygen in room.



Provide an exclusive circuit breaker that 
can completely contacts on all the poles 
by more than 3mm through direct 
connections to the power terminals. 
Depending upon the environment for 
installation, it becomes necessary to 
install an earth leakage breaker.

Don’t install the unit in locations such 
as machinery, chemical and research 
plant where it will be exposed to 
noxious gases containing acids, alkali, 
organic solvents, paint fumes, etc., to 
gases containing corrosive ingredients.

(1) excessive bending (2) multi-times bending (3) reduction the diameter of connecting duct
■Please avoid the following duct installation.

■It may cause the unexpected accident.

It may cause the gas poison, corrosive 
damage and deterioration inside the unit, 
result in fire.

Please don’t install the unit in location 
where indoor temperature is below the 
outdoor temperature.

It may cause the electric shock or 
abnormal operation.

Don’t insert fingers or sticks into the unit 
or air inlet, air outlet.

It may cause the injury because of high 
speed rotation inside the unit.

Don’t install in location where may be 
exposed to the combustible gas leakage.

In case of gas get together around the unit, 
it may cause the fire.



Connect the power cord and the lead 
wire with accuracy using the specified 
wires and fix them firmly so as not to 
put the outer stress of wires on the pin 
connecting area. Incomplete connection 
or fixing is likely to cause a heat 
generation or fire.

Install the power cord and the lead wire 
with accuracy so the power source 
cover may not float. If the installation 
curves inappropriately, the pin 
connection area is likely to cause a heat 
generation, a fire and an electric shock 
due to dust or powder. 

Although the power is shut off, it may get 
involved to the rotation part, result in injury. 

Please don’t install the ventilation 
equipment on the ceiling with excessive 
humidity or high temperature.

Please take care of it during moving 
the unit.

Improper hanging and moving may 
cause the dropping, result in injury.

Please pay attention to the rotation of 
impeller caused by backward air in air 
duct.

Please don’t face it to the air outlet by 
eyes (especially when operating).

The dirt may fly into your eyes.

Don’t use it in location with 
opening-burning equipment (heater).

Please use the professional 
ventilation when the room is 
heated by gas or oil heating 
furnace.

Don’t twist the unit or conduct the 
overload force to unit in construction.

Dropping may cause the injury.

It may cause the fire or electric shock.

Please fully confirm the usage for 
special purposes.

If the product is used for special 
purposes such as preservation of food, 
animals, plants, precision instruments 
and artwork, it may cause the quality 
declination. 

Please wear the gloves and other 
protective tools in construction to 
avoid the injury.



FY-650ZDY8   

นุ่รขลเยามหModel No.

Oval hole

Oval hole

Applicable duct

Model No. Nominal diameter

FY-650ZDY8 200

นุ่รขลเยามห

Unit:mm

เส้นผ่านศูนย์กลางปรากฏ

Applicable duct

Model No. Nominal diameter

FY-800ZDY8 250

นุ่รขลเยามห เส้นผ่านศูนย์กลางปรากฏ

Unit:mm

Unit:mm

นุ่รขลเยามหModel No.

Unit:mm

หลุมรูปวงรี

หลุมรูปวงรี

Part nameNo.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10

11

Frame
Adapter
Electrical Equipment Box
Inspection Cover
Fan
Motor
Heat Exchange Element

Filter

Damper
Damper Motor
Ceiling Suspension Fixture

1
4
1
1
2
2

3

2
1
1

4

Quantity

มอเตอร์

แผ่นกรองอากาศ

กล่องอุปกรณ์ไฟฟ้า
ฝาครอบการตรวจสอบ

พัดลม

Part nameNo.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10

11

Frame
Adapter
Electrical Equipment Box
Inspection Cover
Fan
Motor
Heat Exchange Element

Filter

Damper
Damper Motor
Ceiling Suspension Fixture

1
4
1
1
2
2

3

2
1
1

4

Quantity

มอเตอร์

แผ่นกรองอากาศ

กล่องอุปกรณ์ไฟฟ้า
ฝาครอบการตรวจสอบ

พัดลม

FY-650ZDY8

FY-800ZDY8   

FY-800ZDY8



inside supply opening

(supply / exhaust air grill)

room intake opening

(supply / exhaust air grill)

supply air duct

heat insulation material

exhaust air duct

room air duct

outside air duct

Oval hole

Applicable duct

Model No. Nominal diameter

FY-01KZDY8A 250

นุ่รขลเยามห เส้นผ่านศูนย์กลางปรากฏ

Unit:mm

นุ่รขลเยามหModel No.

Unit:mm

หลุมรูปวงรี

Part nameNo.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10

11

Frame
Adapter
Electrical Equipment Box
Inspection Cover
Fan
Motor
Heat Exchange Element

Filter

Damper
Damper Motor
Ceiling Suspension Fixture

1
4
1
1
2
2

4

2
1
1

4

Quantity

มอเตอร์

แผ่นกรองอากาศ

กล่องอุปกรณ์ไฟฟ้า
ฝาครอบการตรวจสอบ

พัดลม

ท่อส่งอากาศภายนอก ท่อส่งจ่ายอากาศ

ท่อส่งระบายอากาศ

วัสดุฉนวนความร้อน

การเปิดช่องจ่ายภายใน

หัวจ่ายลมเย็น/ระบายอากาศ

หัวจ่ายลมเย็น/ระบายอากาศ

การเปิดช่องรับเข้าในห้อง

FY-01KZDY8A   

FY-01KZDY8A
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At this time, please use the three-core wire containing green/yellow wire for power supply cord; besides, use 
with two-core wire for connecting SW1, SW2 and switch inside the unit; use with two-core wire for air 
conditioner (please omit the connection if not used with air conditioner); use with four-core wire for connecting 
other terminal parts and switch, the nominal cross-section area for above-mentioned wire is 2.5mm². When  
using the remote control for, the wire connected with switch, its cross-section area is 1.5mm².

Precaution during the sire connection:
The dashed line as shown in the figure must be conducted on spot by construction personnel.

Please use the switch, its contact point separate distance is above 3mm.

It’s recommended to use the wire for connecting power supply cord and switch, its rate voltage is 300V/500V 
as stipulation of 60227IEC53 (soft wire).

Please use the switch, its rate current is above 10A.

สายอ่อน

Relay 4

High

FY-650ZDY8   6.0   F  450VAC

Switch
(To be procured locally)
Recommendation:
Distance for contact break: 
More than 3mm
Rated current: 
More than 15A

Second main body
          Power source to be supplied to on and after second main body.

Use a device for 
disconnection from 
the supply, having a 
contact separation of 
at least 3mm in all 
poles, which must be 
incorporated in the 
fixed wiring in 
accordance with the 
local electrical wiring 
rules.

Power Source
220V~
50Hz

Power Source
(Line)

Power Source
(Neutral)

Main unit

L
(Line)

N
(Neutral)

Brown
Blue

Blue

Blue Blue

Blue

BlueBlue(High)

Blue(High)

YellowYellow

YellowYellow

Yellow Yellow Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Grey

Grey
Grey

Grey

Grey

Black

Blue

Brown

Black

Black
Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black Black

Black Black

BlackBlack
Capacitor

Capacitor

(Connector)

(Connector) Connector

Connector

Connector Connector

Red

White WhiteWhiteWhite

White
White

White

White

White

White

White
White

White

Relay 1

Relay 2

Relay 3

Red

Red

Red Red

Red Red

Red

White

Terminal
board

Orange

Orange

Orange

Orange

White(Extra High)

White(Extra High)

Damper
Motor

Exhaust
Air Fan

Supply
Air Fan

SW1

SW2

Common

Low

High

Damper

Damper

Low

SW1

Switch

Micro switch

Model No. Capacitor

FY-800ZDY8
FY-01KZDY8A

10.0   F  450VAC
10.0   F  450VAC

Relay 4

High

Switch
(To be procured locally)
Recommendation:
Distance for contact break: 
More than 3mm
Rated current: 
More than 15A

Second main body
          Power source to be supplied to on and after second main body.

Use a device for 
disconnection from 
the supply, having a 
contact separation of 
at least 3mm in all 
poles, which must be 
incorporated in the 
fixed wiring in 
accordance with the 
local electrical wiring 
rules.

Power Source
220V~
50Hz

Power Source
(Line)

Power Source
(Neutral)

Main unit

L
(Line)

N
(Neutral)

Brown
Blue

Blue

Blue Blue

Blue

BlueBlue(High)

Blue(High)

YellowYellow

YellowYellow

Yellow Yellow Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Grey

Grey
Grey

Grey

Grey

Black

Blue

Brown

Black

Black
Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black Black

Black Black

BlackBlack
Capacitor

Capacitor

(Connector)

(Connector) Connector

Connector
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①Fix the cover of switch box.

After completing the wire connection, fix the cover of switch 
box by the screws. (Dust and moisture may cause the electric 
leakage or fire.)
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※Power cord
สายไฟ

Air volume
แรงลม

After completion, never fail to check the ground wire connection and wiring and conduct the trial operation.

Check the display of switch and airflow condition with power on after confirming the wiring connection, power 
and voltage.

Abnormal operation occurs, cut off the special purpose circuit breaker and confirm the wire connection again.

Fix the cover of switch box after conducting the trial operation.

Switch On/Off Ventilation/stop

High/low Confirm the air volume is changed as the power on/off.

Heat exchange
/Normal ventilation

Damper
close/open

Heat exchange (the damper is closed.)

Normal ventilation (the damper is open.)
ถ่ายเทอากาศแบบปกติ (หากประตูลมเปิด)

extra high

extra high



Cooling Heating

Extra high 326 650 65 75 62 68 36.5

High 269 650 40 75 62 68 34.5

Low 200 460 40 79 66 73 30.0

Extra high 326 650 65 - - - 36.5

High 269 650 40 - - - 35.0

Low 200 460 40 - - - 30.0

Extra high 387 800 140 75 65 71 37.0

High 360 800 110 75 65 71 36.5

Low 293 630 55 76 68 74 33.5

Extra high 387 800 140 - - - 37.0

High 360 800 110 - - - 36.5

Low 293 630 55 - - - 33.5

Extra high 437 1000 105 75 65 71 37.5

High 416 1000 80 75 65 71 37.0

Low 301 700 75 79 70 76 33.5

Extra high 437 1000 105 - - - 39.5

High 416 1000 80 - - - 39.0

Low 301 700 75 - - - 35.5

FY-01KZDY8A

Heat Exchange
Ventilation

83Normal
Ventilation

FY-800ZDY8

Heat Exchange
Ventilation

71Normal
Ventilation

FY-650ZDY8

Heat Exchange
Ventilation

68Normal
Ventilation

Enthalpy exchange
efficienvy

 (%)

Model Notch Input
power

 
(W)

Normal
Ventilation
air volume

 
(m3/h)

Static
pressure

(Pa)

Noise

 (dB(A))

Weight

(kg)

Heat
exchange
efficienvy

 

 (%)

The values shown as instruction are measured in the condition of total pressure when ERV operates.

The input power indicated in name plate is the maximum value at the static pressure of 0 Pa.

Noise values is measured at the position 1.5m away from the down side of the unit (measured in the complete 
anechoic room), the calue is affected by the echo during the actual installtion, more than the indicated value.

In the case of other condition is unchanged, noise value is up for 1.5dB(A) measured in the half anechoic room.

220V～   50Hz
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